
Endpoint Threat Platform
Endpoint Security: AMPLIFIED  

The Platform 
CounterTack’s Endpoint Threat Platform (ETP) is a robust endpoint security platform that 
teams can build on to power security operations. Applying multiple detection techniques 
with behavioral and binary analysis on top of an open, scalable architecture, CounterTack’s 
ETP delivers full-spectrum endpoint security capabilities to counter today’s worst threats. 

What Does CounterTack’s ETP Do?

With a robust set of endpoint security capabilities, CounterTack equips end users with 
the ability to detect and respond to advanced  threats based on behaviors observed 
within the operating system, and in memory. The ETP helps operators examine endpoint 
state changes across thousands of endpoints in real-time, so teams can execute Inci-
dent Response with better  visibility and context to neutralize threats quickly and predict 
how threats will spread. 

Many solutions  leverage signature-based detection for known threats, which only identify 
a minimal number of indicators to effectively prevent an exploit, or the full execution of a 
targeted attack. This approach does not solve the problem when an unknown threat hits, 
because  unknown threats do not express indicators – behavioral analysis is the only method 
to counter unknown threats. 

Use Cases 
Incident Response

 CounterTack’s  Endpoint Threat  Platform processes threat data detected across thou-
sands of systems  to quickly visualize incident severity. This is where Endpoint Detec-
tion & Response (EDR) functionality extends into the Incident Response workflow and 
gives teams more behavioral context beyond the static, signature-based detection 
methods.

Insider Threat

CounterTack’s ability to detect anomalous and malicious  
behavior indicative of insider attacks helps teams rapidly  
identify how to prioritize the right response in real-time.  
CounterTack leverages tamper-resistant operating system  
observation to expose activity that can be quarantined and  
ultimately neutralized. 

Continuous Monitoring 

Continuous monitoring is critical in discovering unknown  
threats in memory and in the operating system, that  
penetrate other security layers. Since unknown threats  
don’t reveal indicators to security analysts, CounterTack  
helps teams monitor specific target systems to identify  
processes or files in question, to track and link every  
move observed. 

AT-A-GLANCE

•  Single, Powerful Sensor  
The ETP features a hyper-converged sensor, 
consolidating the need for multiple endpoint 
sensors  

•  Multi-technique Detection  
Detect threats with a combination of behavioral 
and binary analysis, and machine learning, made 
possible by the integration of CounterTack’s 
proprietary Digital DNA technology 

•  Real-time Analysis  
Identify and prioritize threats quickly and  
accurately for an optimal threat response across 
large endpoint environments

•  Enterprise Integration 
Seamlessly integrate with enterprise security 
products within the security operations center 
(SOC) to support established workflows

•  Remediation & Containment 
Remediate infected endpoints to a pre-infection 
state while containing attacks 

•  REST API  
Integrate and ingest external threat intelligence  
feeds and services via an open API

•  Prevention 
Prevent known and unknown threats from fully  
executing across large endpoint environments

CounterTack delivers endpoint security solutions that 
eradicate threats before they impact your business. 
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How Does CounterTack ETP Work?

The ETP sensor is embedded within the endpoint OS, capturing all host behavior, 
including process and memory interactions, file manipulations, registry modifications 
and network activity. This vantage enables analysts with a view into system behavior 
at scale, after encryption and other obfuscation approaches have been detected and 
removed, as threats evade other security layers.  

Endpoint  intelligence is sent to the Endpoint Analysis Cluster, which analyzes threat 
activity in real-time, tracking each interaction with target endpoints, and the impact 
across the environment — exposing the anatomy of attacks while they’re still in prog-
ress, and before advanced attacks like Ransomware can fully execute against victim 
organizations. 

Most  importantly, the ETP fits the workflow needs of incident response teams for ad-
vanced threat correlation and response to determine which systems are at risk, which 
systems are infected, what they are infected with and the impact they could poten-
tially have across the endpoint environment.  

Only CounterTack provides the combination of behavioral intelligence, memory-based 
analysis and threat context required to identify attacks that have penetrated defenses 
so teams can prevent known threats, and neutralize unknown threats before data is 
exfiltrated to protect the business. 

MDR for Endpoints Managed Service – Powered by Trustwave

CounterTack and Trustwave deliver the industry’s most robust, global, managed security 
service featuring continuous protection and automated, proactive threat hunting for end-
point attacks and infiltrations. 

The integration of CounterTack’s Endpoint Threat Platform (ETP) into a cloud-delivered, 
hybrid service through Trustwave gives security teams unprecedented global breadth of 
24/7/365 detection, threat intelligence and continuous, behaviorally-based detection and 
response capabilities. 
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OPERATING SYSTEM SUPPORT

  ▪  Windows: Windows XP SP3 (32-bit), Windows 7 
SP1 (32- & 64- bit), Windows Serrver 2008 R2, 
Windows Server 2010, Windows Server 2012

  ▪ Mac: OS X El Capitan, macOS Sierra

  ▪  Linus: CentOS/RHEL 6.8, 7.0, 7.1 & 7.2

  ▪ Auto-remediation and response

VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT SUPPORT

  ▪  VMware ESXi Version 5.5 and up

  ▪ Micosoft Hyper-V Version 6.2 and up

  ▪  Citrix Xen Version 6.3.9600 and up

KEY FEATURES

  ▪ SIEM: IBM QRadar, Splunk, HPE ArcSight

  ▪  Antivirus: VirusTotal integration; McAfee, 
Symantec and other commericial antivirus 
products

  ▪  Network Security: Symantec/Blue Coat 
Malware Analysis, Content Analysis and 
Security Analytics; and other commercial 
products

  ▪ STIX and TAXI integration

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

  ▪  Built on Cloudera® Enterprise Core for scale,  
high availability and reliability

  ▪   Cloudera® Manager powers management, 
monitoring and diagnostics

  ▪  CybOX support for triggering remote file  
access on-demand

  ▪  Real-time delivery for HBase
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